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• Do great research. 
 
• A good environment to do science/research. 
 
• Possibilities of  realistic career progression. 
 
• Research funding to realize research goals. 
What do Early Career Researchers Want ? 
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Adapted from: Lynn Kamerlin 
Open practices accelerate discoveries  
Allen Institute  
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Open practices support inclusivity   
Geographical skew of  knowledge  
Cartoonsmix.com 
4        Wikimedia Commons 
Icons: Noun Project, OER logo adapted from Wikimedia Commons CC-BY Jonathas Mello 
Open Science is a trait for Good Science 
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Open    Innovation 





Change the typical 
lifecycle 
 
Publish earlier and 
release more 
 
Papers + Data + 




Side adapted from: Sarah Jones, http://slideshare.net/sjDCC  
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Epistemic Caveat 
Doing 21st century science Documenting with 20th century tools 




Evaluating in a primitive fashion 
whyopenresearch.org 
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Peer review and Preprints 
iBiology, 13 February 2016 
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Advantages of  Preprints  
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iBiology, 13 February 2016 
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Change in the culture of  Peer-review 
https://prereview.org/ 
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JIF are religious ! 
Illustration by John R. McKiernan, CC-BY whyopenresearch.org/gallery 
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A variety of  descriptive metrics 
Article level metrics 
Researcher level metrics 
H-index 
Google Scholar i10-index  
Citation index 
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Is Research evaluation objective ? 
http://www.ascb.org/dora/ 
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Science without Open is an anecdote 
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Join OpenCon Community ! 
OpenCon 2017 Live:     http://www.opencon2017.org/live     
Join OpenCon Community  : http://www.opencon2017.org/community   
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